
Earn Easy Cash, 
by helping us recruit 

 

I would like to tell you about out Employee Referral Program 
that we are running for the next two months. This is going to 
give you the opportunity to earn some extra cash

People who have similar interests usually stick together, 
teachers have teacher friends and you probably have some 
friends that have the same or similar occupations to yourself. 
You could be rewarded with a bonus by simply knowing 
someone! Interested? 

Here is how it works:

We give you a $10 gift card for referring a name
If they get hired you get $500 cash! You deserve the 
reward!

How good would it be to earn several hundred dollars for a few 
minutes work! Imagine having a little bit of extra cash to splash 
on a nice dinner, or a weekend away. Buy those shoes you have 
been dreaming about, give to charity or put it towards a loan 
repayment to get ahead. The choice is yours!

So from here what you need to do is start sharing Spectrum 
Therapy’s vacancies through your network on social media. The 
best way to refer is to use your friend network to refer the job 
to a friend of a friend of a friend. Facebook groups that you may 
have joined in uni days are also a great way to let your peers 
know of our current opportunities!

Employee Referral Program

The current roles we have available at 
Spectrum Therapy Australia are

· Child Psychologist (Full Time & Part Time)
· Occupational Therapist (Full Time & Part Time)
· Speech Pathologist ((Full Time & Part Time)

Send any names, resumes or contact details to 
 enquiries@spectrumtherapy.com.au

And if someone does apply for a job and get an 
interview, on your recommendation be sure to tell 
us so you can be rewarded, if they are successful in 
the role.

Remember this program is only for then next couple
of months so get your thinking caps on and start 
referring!

More information on the roles can be found here 
on our website

https://www.spectrumtherapy.com.au/join-our-team/

Or follow us on socials and share with friends via

@spectrumtherapyaustralia

@spectrumtherapy

mailto:enquiries@spectrumtherapy.com.au

